A new method to measure nasal impedance in spontaneously breathing adults.
As an alternative to standard rhinomanometric methods, we applied forced oscillations at the mouth in five normal subjects and determined their nasal impedance with a novel method involving flow subtraction. Pressure oscillations of constant amplitude were applied at the mouth of a subject both when the nostrils were open and when they were closed with a noseclip. The airflows measured under the two conditions were subtracted to yield the oscillating nasal airflow at the imposed pressure. The resultant pressure-flow relation defined the nasal impedance of the subject. For frequencies between 3 and 15 Hz, the transnasal pressure-flow relation was well described by a linear lumped parameter model consisting of a resistive and inertial element. Nasal resistance obtained with flow subtraction did not differ significantly from control measurements obtained while the subjects performed the Valsalva maneuver. In contrast, nasal inertance obtained with flow subtraction was approximately twice that obtained with the Valsalva method. The difference between inertances may reflect structural changes in nasopharyngeal dimensions that occur with the Valsalva maneuver. We conclude that the mechanical impedance of the nasal passage may be determined during spontaneous breathing from the response to imposed forced oscillations at the mouth. The noninvasive nature of this method suggests that it may be simpler to implement than traditional rhinomanometric methods.